
associate professor of medicine David Bor,
who heads the department of medicine at
Cambridge Hospital. 

Under new curriculum guidelines, all
HMS students receive some instruction
in the “social context of medicine”—in
topics such as health policy, clinical epi-
demiology, and medical ethics—and in
“patient-centered” care. (The new “inte-
grated clerkship,” for instance, allows
third-year students to follow an individ-
ual patient over a period of months; see
“The Pulse of a New Medical Curricu-
lum”, September-October 2006, page 64).
But at CHA, these themes permeate all
levels of training and are geared in par-
ticular toward the challenges of treating
underserved and “socially complex” pa-
tients: the very poor, the homeless, re-
cent immigrants, political refugees,
those with substance-abuse disorders,
and those with a history of incarcera-
tion. “This focus doesn’t replace the
teaching of traditional clinical medi-
cine,” McCormick explains. “Rather, it
allows the medicine we teach to be e≠ec-
tive in the real world.”

Fourth-year HMS student Jane Lowe
was grateful to land a spot at CHA for
her second-year “Doctor-Patient” train-
ing. “Cambridge is always oversub-
scribed, because of the unique popula-
tion it serves,” she says. Before entering
medical school, Lowe spent summers
working as a patient interviewer at
Grady Memorial Hospital, a public
safety-net facility in Atlanta. The Cam-
bridge assignment o≠ered her the chance
to pursue her interest in healthcare dis-
parities and in “the social aspects, rather
than just the scientific aspects, of medi-
cine,” she says. “I learned things that I
couldn’t learn elsewhere, like how to
achieve medication compliance in home-
less patients, how to work with inter-
preters, and how to interview and exam-
ine patients from other countries who
may have had traumatic experiences.” 

The sta≠’s approach to medical care also
sets the system apart, Lowe adds. “The
doctors are uniquely engaged in their pa-
tients’ lives. They go way beyond the clini-
cal complaint that may have brought the
patient to the hospital, taking time to find
the right interpreter, referring patients
for substance-abuse treatment, and fol-
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1928 The University plans to give a

total of $350,000 in financial aid to its

students, enough to pay the tuition of

the entire previous year's College class.

1933After two months on the job,

President James B. Conant discontinues

the 7 o’clock rising bell in Harvard Yard,

ending a tradition that has long outraged

sleepy freshmen. (In the earliest days of

the College, the bell was rung at 5 a.m.)

1943 On September 6, in a ceremony

whose guest is kept secret until the day

before, Harvard awards an honorary de-

gree to Winston Churchill.The chance

to hear “the man whose character and

eloquence have been the inspiration of

the free world in its darkest hour” leads

many professors to curtail vacations and

many families to cancel Labor Day plans.

1948 Responding to queries about a

military draft, President Conant suggests

that the country “apply the principle of

universal liability or obligation to every-

one at 18 years of age or on graduation

from high school.”

1968 Harvard offers its 

very first class on race 

relations in American 

history: Social

Sciences 5,“The

Afro-American

Experience.” Meanwhile, a committee

continues to examine African-American

and African history as well as black life

on campus.

1978 Radcliffe College celebrates its

centennial on September 15 and 16.

* * *
For the first time in nine years, under-

graduates elect representatives to a Col-

lege-wide assembly, and the class of ’82

forms two political groups.The Hedonist

Party rallies around a platform of “con-

stant physical contact between genders,

oral surgery for Jimmy Carter, total use

of beer, wine,Thai sticks, ganja cigarettes,

Quaaludes,THC, and LSD as the bill of

rights.” The Mongol Party campaigns for

the ideals of “rape, pillage, plunder, and

rape.” The dean of freshmen calls the

Mongol agenda “moderate and sensible.”

1983The Harvard-Radcliffe Orchestra,

the University’s oldest music group, is 

invited to play in Russia—a first for any

Harvard organization.




